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About This Content

A complete set of Runestone cards, which give your Talisman characters extra abilities, for use in online and offline game
modes.

Important note - These Runestone cards can be unlocked through normal game progression.

Designed to speed up a game of Talisman, and also make your characters more powerful, Runestones are cards which you can
attach to your characters to give them the advantage over their opponents.

Each character can have 3 Runestone cards equipped, so you can mix and match which abilities are suitable for each character.

Will you give the Troll a higher starting Craft? Or maybe make your Wizard immune to being Toaded!
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I really can't recommend this for the price it's at.

I love Dragon Ball, and I was excited when I heard Xenoverse could get DLC. The first pack was nothing too amazing, but I
thought it was good for the first pack, kicking things off, but Pack 2 kinda flops. It doe's give you 4 characters, which is one
more than Pack 1 did, but two of them are the main villains of the main story, one who we fight multiple times even, and the
other two are Nouva and Eis Shenron. Eis is more or less a reskin of Nouva, but they've swapped the fire effects out for ice
effects, and different supers.

The story portion had neat moments, and I do like that they are legitimately changing the story of GT around, much more than
they did the main DBZ storyline, and aside from a few cool moments, and one minor touching moment, it overall feels
lackluster in the end.
This doe's seem to conclude GT content, and while DBGT isn't my favorite series, I do feel it deserved a slightly better
showcase.

Aside from that, you get Pan as a master and two new PQs. I'm usually not picky, but this is content you can blast through super
quickly.

Overall, if it gets cheaper one day, I definitely would say go for it, but for 10 euros, it's a bit too much.

Good notes.
Towa's outfit.
Gogeta's outfit.
Final story battle.
Some classic Dragon Ball humour.

Bad notes.
Over too quickly.
Feels rushed.
Makes me very worried for Pack 3.. Initially had some problems when you start the game. done all update when it was still not
good. like a miracle, a week later, there is nothing more to it and start the game just as it should.
Relax game, and works fine.. Fun game with a nice atmosphere. The combat gets a bit repetitive after a while but the other
aspects of the game makes it worth playing through.. Nice action platformer than can be beaten without violence for the most
part.

Controls feel a bit loose at first but are actually very responsive.

Gorgeous visual and sound design, neo-noir/80s cyberpunk/drive feel.

Interesting plot. Fairly challenging. Not too long.

good game all told. devs went full ret.... epic exclusive on their next titles.. Really awesome of them.. Football is spicy like a
meatball City is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. first of all great combat, but pretty much everything else is horrible, the
monstrosity with the costumes and the grind is a hell on its own, if you can look past it the gameplay is pretty decent tho not
worthy of a positive review with all the♥♥♥♥♥♥surrounding it.. This route came bundled with TS2013 so I got it by defult, I
would not have picked it out of choice .... I did have a go at driving it once but I nodded off after about 20 minutes and didnt
bother with it again.

I cannot condemn a route just because i find it boring, its personal choice not a failing of the DLC, Clearly lots of people like
routes like this.

If you like driving long freight trains slowly through endless desert then this DLC may be for you.
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A quick explanation for those who haven't played the game yet, because this is a great gun to get even for the first playthrough:

In campaign, you're going to have two pistols for the majority of the game (not counting DLC). The starter pistol (high capacity,
high damage, 3 customization slots), and an unlock pistol (lower damage, lower capacity, 5 customization slots.) Customization
slots can be used to buff certain parts of your gun, like damage, magazine size, critical hit chance, etc. The Samurai Edge pistol,
which you'll find in weapon lockers throughout the campaign if you own this DLC, has medium damage, medium capacity, and
4 customization slots, which makes it a great gun for almost any build. It's not overpowered or anything, it just strikes a nice
balance between everything and I found myself preferring it almost the entire game.

In raid, it comes with an additional customization part (usable on any gun!) that increases both critical hit chance and damage,
which is amazing. The gun itself is a more debatable choice, since weapons have completely different stats in raid mode, and
now it has middling damage, very low capacity (only four shots!) and a huge critical hit chance, making it feel like a luck-based
magnum with more frequent ammo pickups. It's odd but it can still fit into certain builds due to the generous 4 customization
slots, and I would highly recommend getting this DLC whether you play Raid or Campaign.. Generic Retro Shooter with an C64
\/ Atari 400 feel circa 1982ish (i.e. before programmers really got to grips with what an 8 bit home computer could do). It's OK
for a few minutes but extended play is painful (no autofire \/ rapid bullet play required). The music is OK, the graphics are
blocky retro style. Really needs a bit of polish and more playtesting to smooth out the controls and generally tweak the difficulty
curve. I paid 8 pence gbp and got my money's worth but wouldn't say its worth a lot more than that. It does have trading cards
though.... This game was among my favorites to play on PC "back in the day" despite that I didn't know how to solve certain
puzzles in the game and got through on trial and error. Replaying it gives me so much more appreciation for it and helps me
realize how GOOD it is. It's well-designed and fun. Short, but the difficulty modes make it replayable. One of the greatest
educational games ever made. The voice acting is incredible. Believe me when I say I don't know of another game that has quite
the same...quality of voice acting. It's weird. And in a wonderful way.. Hm, where to begin... graphics are kinda bland and
boring; downright horrible is the aliasing though: I'm sure one can get eye cancer from that :-\\
-> why the f* do developers NOT use the SteamVR SuperSampling settings?!? It bugs me the hell out, as time and time again
(with UE4 games) you are stuck with fuzzy, edgy objects everywhere: let the user via SteamVR decide how much AA\/SS and
performance drop he wants, god|damn....

Sound effects are what you'd expect, but gameplay at least is quite fun for an hour or two, as it really works well with roomscale
VR and has you walking around, dodging ships and laser fire.

Now the problems:
THE SAVEGAME KEEPS GETTING CORRUPTED. That means you'll have to delete your save and start from scratch or
you'll not be able to progress any further (if you unlocked two ships, you'd be stuck with them and a game restart will wipe any
upgrades and stuff). This. Sucks. Big. Time.

The "right hand" (or left for that matter) is different to SteamVR setting; it's only a minor gripe, but it's here. Sloppy work,
nothing more.

There is - as far as I can tell as I got corrupted a lot^^ - only one ... "war room"\/simulation space, which means you basically
always, always(!) fight the same ships in the same room the same way.
If you're lucky with different ships and upgrades.

Anything else to add? Hm, yeah, did I mention that the SAVEGAME KEEPS GETTING CORRUPTED?

Not even worth the few bucks I payed for while on sale; most definitly not worth the full price!
. Napoleon Total war is full of missed opportunities like limited grand campaign space and small roster of nations and units, but
at its core, it still represents the absolute best Napoleonic real time strategy game on the market almost a decade after release,
and oddly enough, one of the best naval battle games from the same era.

IDK why this time period is so unpopular in games considering the huge amount of historical conflicts and accurate data on
those conflicts to draw from for inspiration.

the game runs smooth, as it is a little older it requires tiny amount of CPU/GPU to perform well.
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Make the Republic Great Again.. Where do i start with this game? I got it as a deal, so was happy there, thought it looked like a
bit of fun to blow off an hour or so, But boy was a i wrong. Opened game, turned overly loud music down abit, hopped into the
first race, and the car is constantly turning left, holding right turns it right, let go and it goes straight back to turning left.

It is stupid and impossible to play, I restarted the game, redownloaded the game and still the same problem.

There is no way i can recommend this game as there is really no way to play it effectively without your fingers getting sore.

. I have a problem. When the A Rival tracks play, I can't stop dancing to them. Perhaps I need to journey into some sort of
labyrinth and beat a golden turntable wielding DJ or something similar. Only then will my booty rest when hearing these sick
beats.. No explanation, really boring and with no plot.
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